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The Club Prive series is now complete! This is book 2 out of 5. You should read book 1 first. I fell
hard for his lies, and now he wants my forgiveness. I can't give it to him, can I?After discovering that
the man she'd slept with wasn't who he claimed to be, Carrie Summers must decide if she's willing
to forgive him for his lies. Sure, the sex had been mind-blowing, but was that really a good reason to
look past the deceit? And how can she be sure he doesn't have more hidden beneath the
surface?Gavin Manning could be an angel or devil, with a body and face forged in heaven and a
lust from hell. It's a dangerous combination and Carrie knows she shouldn't trust him with her heart.
That doesn't mean she can stop craving his touch.Book two in M.S. Parker's steamy erotic romance
series will turn the heat to the max and leave you panting for more.
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So frustrated that this story which is actually a very good one has been split up into 2 reasonably
priced books and then the other 3 are expensive !! Way too pricy for a short story / a few chapters of
a continuation of a story ! I would be happy to continue to pay .99c for each instalment - but as
much as I REALLY REALLY want to know what the heck happens I can't splurge on the next 3

seeing as they're so short :( not happy - awesome book !! Sucky pricing / splitting of the book !!

Well I figured this would happen...there really wasn't much to this book at all. This is what happens
when you try to make it into a 5 series set. There is definitely some hot chemistry, but ultimately no
plot. I enjoyed the first one, it had my attention. This one didn't do it for me. So I will be stopping
here.

Book two picks up right where Book 1 leaves off.After the surprise from book 1, Carrie confronts
Gavin about what she feels is his deceiving, lying ways, in order to get close to her. He admits to his
actions, but not without explanation. Gavin also not only apologizes to Carrie but also to her friend
Krissy (whom was used for Gavin to get close to Carrie)Carrie tries to close herself off from Gavin,
regardless of Gavin's attempt for forgiveness. During this time, Carrie's mind is always on Gavin,
images of Gavin, how he looks, smells, even the way he talks. She is constantly distracted by
thoughts of Gavin and just when she thinks he has given up on her, he calls.The agree to attend a
charity function, sexual tension is lingering everywhere. There seems to be an underlying current of
wanting more than what is being read. People approach both of them and there are a few
shameless flirts, but no matter what, both Gavin & Carrie seem to only see each other.When the two
come together, it's always explosive, fireworks ignite and the heat the comes off the pages would
melt any readers panties off. Throughout the story I catch myself completely immersed into the
story, not able to put the book down and consistently wanting more, more of Carrie, more of Gavin,
more of what Club Prive is about, and when I think what more could I want......another bomb drops
that causes me to itching for more....

Club Prive 2 is, how do I describe? Hot...Sexy...Arousing!!! I'm not sure their have to be one word in
the dictionary that says it all, but after the hot SEX and the many orgasms I thought I was having
while reading this book, has my head in the clouds. M.S.parker is definitely becoming a favorite and
she knows how to deliver a cliffhanger.5 STARS

Really good book, just wish the book came altogether! I don't like it when the author give you only
120 pages to read in each book and you have to keep buy them to find out what happened.

loved this one BUT it's not a stand-alone, it has a huge cliffhanger, and you have to buy more books
to find out what is going on. The next one that I made the mistake of buying was okay, the third,

completely not worth the money - it cost more than number 2, and it amounted to a few VERY
boring chapters. Didn't bother buying any more after that on. Very bad deal all around.

This picks up right at the end of Club Prive. Carrie has just discovered Gavin is not who she thought
he was. She doesn't know what to believe about the man that she had an amazing night with and
thought maybe there would be more....Gavin explains his deceit and not only wants Carrie to forgive
him but needs her to. He can't stop thinking about her and their connection that runs deep. But can
she just forgive him? She knows her body wants to but he needs him to work for it. She needs to
know that she can trust him.Carrie and Gavin have some hot and steamy moments but that can not
keep a relationship together. And once again she is hot with another bomb that she was not
expecting at all. It might not be a flat out lie but a lie of omission...what will she do with this news? I
can't wait to find out what happens next.Quotes:It wasn't until I was getting my things together to go
home that I finally admitted to myself the truth behind why Gavin's silence was bothering me, I didn't
want him to give up on me.I did like being the "good girl," but there were times I wanted to be a
bit...naughty."From the moment I met you, I could tell you were the type of person who wanted to be
in control, to have a plan."

WOW, it just seems to be getting hotter and hotter as we go, I can only imagine the state I will be in
by the time I finish this amazing series. Club Prive vol 2 picks up where we left off and we learn
some more things about our mysterious lead man, Gavin.When Carrie learns that Gavin has lied to
her and has used some under the radar tactics, she gets very unsettled and needs to decide if she
can forgive him. Will this new revelation be the end of these two lovers? Will Carrie be able to trust
him again?Gavin is so drawn to this feisty woman and can't let go. He desperately needs her to
forgive him. He does everything in his power to make her happy by entertaining her and spoiling her
with amazing gifts. When Gavin takes Carrie with him to a event gala, we are introduced to a new
character. One that has Carrie feeling out of sorts, and not in a good way. The story begins to take a
more mysterious and sinister route and will have you at the edge of your seat wondering what will
happen next.The passion between these two is sizzling, and as they learn more and more about
each other, we are drawn into the story line even more and again are left panting to find out what
happens next.
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